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THE BEAGLE
KNOWS!

Welcome to our first Beagle Rescue Qld newsletter… The Beagle
Knows!
From our president:
Firstly I would like to introduce myself…Hi, my name is Lisa and my partner in
crime is Matty. We are over the north side of Brisbane, and Matty and I stumbled
across Beagle Rescue over a year and half ago... Long story short, we lost our fur
baby a few years ago and I guess to help us (more me) move on I began to pet sit
– this time we had our hearts set on a Cavalier King Charles puppy… Anyway, one
of our first furries to come for a holiday was a Beagle
named Obi. During his visit with us, we took Obi to
Sandgate beach for a walk and swim, along the way we
met Lola, a Beaglier and we fell in love.
Next day I was on Facebook looking for Beaglier’s and info on
them.. and found Beagle Rescue Qld.. this is our what, when, where, how and
why we got to be where we are now.. instead of my little cavvie girl.. Matty
and I have two ratbag Beagles named Maggie and Moose... and of course our
many beagle fosters who have entered our home and
hearts since that first day…
So back to the newsletter… BRQ are nearing the end of our 3rd year, and we
have rescued over 130 furry friends… 30 of those just this year already….
We are not only talking about 130 happy tails, we are also talking about all
those happy families too!
This year the committee has had some reshuffles here and there, but it has
always been for the best of the Beagles/Hounds in our care and also in an effort to better the
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rescue as a whole. We have had some great fundraisers and get togethers this year, with Bunnings
BBQ’s, our Pet Barn BBQs, both our Pet Barn and Best Friend’s Awareness Days and our RSPCA Adopt
Out Day just recently… these were all very successful days, and we have the Dog Lover’s Show
coming up in November. In a blink of an eye it will then be our Christmas/Birthday party in
December!
With our new committee, we have created some new merchandise with our
logo on them, and more ideas to come. We have new fundraising and
awareness days coming our way and we are also wanting to introduce walks
and doggy play dates in parks to name a couple…
BRQ would love to have your input, please let us know your ideas on how we
can raise awareness, getting our name out there and to educate the public on
the Beagle breed, and of course more funds for all the Beagles in our care
now and in the future!

Happy Tails
Ollie & Lucy
Humans:

Clifford and Elizabeth

Furbabies. Oliver and Lucy
What are your new Humans like?
Mummy and Daddy are so amazing! They took me in and were my 4th set of parents!
Who is your favourite?
Mum. She makes me my food every day. It’s delish!
What is your favourite thing to do with your new family?
Beach walk with Dad and Lucy. I luuurve the sea!
How do you tell them you love them?
I snuggle into them and push my nose into their faces.
Whether they want that or not!
What do your humans call you when you're in trouble? Oliver!
What is your favourite time of the day?
Oh my God. So hard to decide on that! Mealtimes are awesome (of course), but walk
times are great. Playtime with Lucy is so much fun. But if I had to choose, it would be bed
time. I’ve got my own spot and everything!
What is your favourite place in your new home?
My red bean bag by the window. Used to be Lucy’s. Not now!!
What is your new fur baby/s story?
Oliver came to us after being given up by his first home. He spent some time with his foster carers and then a few days with
a new home, but that didn’t work out. I wouldn’t say we were the ‘Last Chance Saloon’ but we are incredibly committed to
make sure he doesn’t ever have to experience that upheaval ever again.
What is his or her favourite toy?
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Anything soft and chewy. Unfortunately, Lucy also loves those things to destruction, so he doesn’t get them very often.
Otherwise Goat horns!
What is the best thing about rescuing your fur baby?
Knowing that Ollie has had a disrupted life and that by showing him love, we can
rebuild that trust he has with humans. He didn’t ask to come to this World and the
least we can do for him is show him love and kindness.
What special way do you spoil your Furbaby/s?
Long walks on the beach, playing in the sea.
What is your Furbaby/s favourite food?
Is it edible? He loves food! Current favourite is a raw chicken/meat mince mix with a
side of vegetables and some low fat Greek yoghurt (one has to watch ones waistline).
Does he/she have any strange quirks?
He loves coming up and snuggling and pushes his nose into your face.
If we interviewed your Fur-babies what would he or she tell us about you?
That he’s pretty sure we love him to bits and that he’s happy to have found his fur-ever home.

RAFFY & COSMO
Humans: Mum, Dad x 2 kids aged 9 & 7
Furbaby's: Raffy and Cosmo
What are your new Humans like?
They are a very calm and relaxed family
Who is your favourite human?
Raffy’s favourite is Meg aged 7 (he is 100% a ladies man)
Cosmo has stars in his eyes for his new dad.
What is your favourite thing to do with your new family?
Raffy loves joining us when we read to the kids before bedtime. His favourite so far has
been Lassie come home. (we call it Raffy come home)
Cosmo likes watching TV. His favourite trick is to get up and go to the door to see who is
there when anyone on the screen presses a door bell or knocks.
How do you tell them you love them?
By sleeping on their bed and leaving them 1 cm to get
comfortable for a restful night.
What do your humans call you when you're in trouble?
B 1 and B2
What is your favourite time of the day?
After the kids go to bed and its snuggle time with the human
parents.
What is your favourite place in your new home?
On their bed or on the sofa between them when we are
snoozing.
What is your new fur baby/s story?
Raffy has been with us just over a year , he was surrendered morbidly obese and had a
tumour on his foot so was in bad shape , however with a lot of TLC and exercise (he
LOVES running on the lead) and a good diet he is much better , although , the waist line
still is a work in progress.
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Cosmo was our 1st attempt at Fostering. What failures we are in that department. He is
10.5 and our hearts broke for him being surrendered as an old man. So he is staying to
enjoy his retirement with us.
What is his or her favourite toy?
Cosmo and Raffy don’t play with toys they have each other.
What is the best thing about rescuing your fur baby?
The look of love and knowing you have given them a second chance at life.
What special way do you spoil your Fur baby?
Our kids smother them with hugs and kisses they are adored.
What is your Furbaby's favourite food?
Cosmo loves ANY food. Raffy is a tuna man.
Does he/she have any strange quirks?
Cosmo will wake up first and stand over you and cry until
you get up and feed him (who is the boss in the house? )
Raffy loves our bed, if he could lay there all day and you
brought his food to him I don’t think he would get up ever.
If we interviewed your Fur baby’s what would he or she tell
us about you?
They would say they have landed on their four paws and
that our house if full of happiness and cuddles and just a smidge of chaos.

Bobbie, Lou-Lou & Pebbles
Human:
One half human, half dog named Garry
Fur-babies: Bobbie, Lou-Lou, Pebbles
What are your new Humans like?
He is a bed hogger, takes up too much room.
Who is your favourite?
The Bed Hogger
What is your favourite thing to do with your new family?
Sleep, Eat and dig holes in the new mattress
How do you tell them you love them?
Sticking my tongue in his ear
What do your humans call you when you're in trouble?
Shocking bad language: Bad Dog, who me, it was the cat next
door.
What is your favourite time
of the day?
Dinner time and when my
human comes home
What is your favourite
place in your new home?
The warm spot on the couch when he gets up.
What is the best thing about rescuing your furbabies?
Undying love from them.
What special way do you spoil your Furbabies?
Treats, Chicken Wing Tips, Toys
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What is your Furbabies favourite food?
Raw Kangaroo Mince
Does he/she have any strange quirks?.
Likes rolling in my dirty washing
If we interviewed your Fur-babies what would he or she tell us about you?
We think he eats our dog biscuits.

I have been a member of Beagle Rescue Queensland since its early days. It now seems so long
ago that I got my first Rescue Beagle Bobbie, She was a PB and had been rescued, she had been
with a foster carer for two weeks when she arrived. She was a mess psychologically and I knew
that first night when she paced non-stop everywhere and howled her unhappiness outside in the
night that it would be a difficult Road ahead.
She embarked upon a behaviour of destruction after I went to
work that next day and days after, She chewed the door frame,
destroyed a venetian blind, tore the phone line in pieces, tore
the insect screen to shreds, ripped a curtain in half. After much
advice from her foster carers and my fantastic Vet she was
diagnosed with Separation Anxiety or in other words fear of
being left alone, She was started on a program of
Antidepressants and after six months she was a changed Beagle,
It was not easy but I never gave up on her, I somehow knew
she was fearful, now she is a changed dog, She is a loving
companion and always greets me with an excited manner and a
wagging tale.
Would I do it again? Hell Yes!
I am also a dog minder and I could see that she loved
to play with some of the dogs that briefly shared her
territory, so I asked Beagle Rescue for another
Rescue Beagle to keep her company,
I thought fostering a rescue would be the best way to
gauge suitability so low and behold a bonded pair of
beagle crosses landed on my doorstep one Saturday
morning. Lou-Lou and Pebbles. They were beautiful
and socialised, Bobbie adored them so instead of
having one extra I had two as I decided to keep them both, So now I have three beagles and I
have never regretted making this decision, I will always be indebted to Beagle Rescue Queensland
for their professionalism and helping to fill the emptiness in my life.

Garry Hamilton

LENNY & CHASE
Humans: Emily & Emma
Furbabies: Lenny & Chase
What are your new Humans like?
They are a bit clingy, just like me! They never stop
cuddling me and taking me on adventures… I like it.
Who is your favourite?
Definitely Emily.. Emma is growing on me though ;)
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What is your favourite thing to do with your new family?
Going for walkie’s. Let’s just say I hear a lot of NO’s when we are walking though, so
I don’t think I am very good at it yet.. Aren’t you meant to lunge at trucks and
bicycles?
How do you tell them you love them?
Well I’m always on their lap begging for a cuddle and pat.. so I
think they know!
What do your humans call you when you're in trouble
? CHAAAAAAAAASE.
What is your favourite time of the day?
When the humans wake up I jump in their bed and get lots of
cuddles and then we go for a walk, so that’s pretty awesome. But I
also love it when they come home from work and we have play
time!
What is your favourite place in your new home?
My human’s bed!
What is your new fur baby/s story?
We rescued Chase about 6 weeks ago as his owner’s couldn’t
keep up with his energy requirements and it has been a perfect fit!
He loves his new active lifestyle with his
Beagle sister, Lenny. They are both around 17 months, so
they are loving each other’s company and are closely
bonded already. We did have a major hiccup two weeks
ago though, when Chase thought it would be a good idea
to eat a SOCK! So poor Chase had to have surgery to
remove the sock from his stomach and small intestine.
He’s fully recovered now though, and we are on full-time
sock patrol.
What is his or her favourite toy?
SOCKS! Just kidding, anything with a squeaker.
What is the best thing about rescuing your fur baby?
The best part has been watching him become a more
confident, less-anxious boy who has let down his guard
and let us into his heart. I thought Lenny was loving, but
Chase is from another planet with the amount of love and
affection he has to give. Needless to say, we totally love it! He has already improved
in so many ways – he can now be walked without ripping our arms off and he even
conquered a 10 hour return trip to Bundaberg when originally it was thought he hated
the car. We are looking forward to all the adventures to come.
What special way do you spoil your Furbaby/s?
Lots of playtime and exercise – 2 walks per day and epic
weekends at the beach or dog parks.
What is your Furbaby/s favourite food?
Anything! But probably, Chicken.
Does he/she have any strange quirks?
He gets so excited when its dinner time that his teeth
chatter! He also sucks on his blanket sometimes.. he is such
a baby!
If we interviewed your Furbaby/s what would he or she tell
us about you?
I think he would say that he’s one grateful boy for all the love
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and attention he now gets and that he is loving his new life with his annoying and
playful Beagle sister, Lenny.

Ruby
Humans:
Furbaby:

Jay, Andrew, Asha, Finn
Ruby

What are your new Humans like?
The humans are very loving, a bit slack keeping
to a 5pm feeding schedule.
Who is your favourite?
Of course, the one I follow around everywhere,
the one that picks up all my poo and is usually
the one to feed me. My mum
What is your favourite thing to do with your new
family?
Piggy in the middle with a squeaky ball
How do you tell them you love them?
Bark, jump and nearly knock them flying when
they come home
What do your humans call you when you're in trouble?
Me I’m never in trouble
What is your favourite time of the day?
Well certainly not 6am when my humans get up.
However I do eventually get out of my crate ready
for my morning walk.
What is your favourite place in your new home?
Under the coffee table, this way its harder for my
human to make me move.
What is his or her favourite toy?
Any ball that squeaks, the louder the better
What is the best thing about rescuing your fur
baby?
Seeing her more settled each day she is with us.
What special way do you
spoil your Furbaby?
We always take her most
places and if we go to
shops someone will usually
wait with her in the car or outside of the shop
What is your Furbaby’s favourite food?
I think she would eat just about anything.
Not sure that she really tastes her food it all goes down
the hatch pretty quickly.
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Does he/she have any strange quirks?
Very very very excited when one of us gets home. We have to play ball to settle
her down.

The importance of playing with
your dog !
By our resident trainer Kylie Barkla
Play is a very powerful tool when training a dog. It not only creates stronger bonds and acts as a
solid, positive reward and reinforcer, it also builds your dogs confidence through challenges and
allows them to feel stimulated, enthusiastic, free and most of all - happy !
Every interaction you have with your dog, is a learning opportunity. It’s a form of communication
often overlooked by some trainers.
I always incorporate play into my training…from a simple
roll around or pat on the belly, to hiding a few treats or
hiding yourself, to a game of fetch or tug - whatever it is
your dog likes to do , make it part of the learning
experience.
Recognising what it is your dog loves to do and doing it,
whilst training - or at any time, will not only allow your
dog to release stress, but will make learning easy and
enjoyable.
Mental games - great for all dogs and especially those
that cant do too much physical exercise due to age or
injury -finding treats- even if you are just hiding them in
your hands or under your feet, chasing a treat, hiding
toys, working for a reward, puzzles, teaching basics with
clicker training…theres so much you can do !
Physical games - for super active dogs who love to run around. Play tag with your dog. Grab a
ball or toy and throw it around….Just run for the sake of it ! - BUT - you must teach your dog
some impulse control , basic commands and game rules so they recognise when they need to
switch off…or these high stimulus games can soon get out of control and lead to excited nipping
and jumping.
A command such as “ let’s play “ to begin and a command such as “ thats enough” when you
want to end it. As soon as your dog starts to give you any behaviours you deem unacceptable,
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play must end or they should be sent to their calm place to
settle. But remember - you stay calm too !
Every dog has different drives and drive levels - naturally
these drives are higher in working dogs - recognising these
and allowing your dog appropriate outlets for these drives,
through play and exercise, is
crucial to any dogs
development.
My dog has a high prey drive - he loves chasing things…and
if Id let him, a simple bush walk would turn into a free for
all - but he knows chasing animals on walks or not, isn’t
appropriate. However when we are home or at the park - he can chase the ball or toy as much
as he likes…and he’s engaging with me at the same time. He’s happy because he’s getting what
he wants, he's with me and he’s satisfied.
When it comes to Beagles - as stubborn as some may be, using their love of food and keen
sense of smell makes training pretty darn easy…their sense of smell is far, far superior to ours !!
Even meal times can be a mini training session...there really is no end to what you can do when
it comes to food , scent and play !
Don’t get too caught up in how or what you are doing, just enjoy it and notice how happy your
dog is, simply because you are interacting with them. A good quality play session is the one of
healthiest things you can do for your furry friend !
Relationship building
If you think of kids, or even babies that cannot communicate with words that well or at all, the
relationship you establish with them is through eye contact, facial expressions, behaviour, the
general mood you are in, tone of voice you use, timing of your interaction, intensity of your
touch, gaze, … how powerful is this, and we can use all these tool with the puppies!
UNDERSTANDING
Through play you show the pup you understand what he likes,
what he needs and that you can provide all the basic needs if
he engages with you.
TRUST
You start building that so important trust between the two of
you. You never cheat on the pup, if you promise a reward (Yes!
Or click), the reward is there, ALWAYS.

FREEDOM
For the pup to be itself, move around, run wild, chase you/toy like there is no tomorrow, engage
you or not (with positive or not very positive consequences , i.e. boredom if he wonders off….).
You let him chose, and he decides what to do, of course what you want him to do must be
beneficial to him to. Play is always beneficial to a pup!
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He thinks he chooses well, he thinks you rock for being there when he chooses to engage in a
game or tug, he realises there is no game without you etc.
Hence I let go of the toy often, and encourage the pup to re-engage, so that he chooses to
come forward to you with the toy.

Cruelty Free product review
By Margie Brooks

Made in New Zealand by the Only Good company, this lovely natural-smelling (forest)
hand-wash is 100% natural, Palm Free, contains Natural organic
Aloe Vera and most importantly sports the Cruelty Free Logo !
I bought my $6 (300ml bottle) containing Mint, Lime & Sage at
Coles
but it’s also available at Woolworths and Priceline Pharmacy in
Oz!
It also comes in
Pear, Manuka Honey & Calendula
Coconut & Shea Butter
Rose-hip, Marshmallow & Elderflower

Checkout their other great products
including Body Wash, Skincare,
Haircare and Body Bars at
www.onlygood.co.nz

** Stay tuned for MORE Cruelty-Free Products to try ! **
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Our Beloved Beagle

What is a Beagle?
A Beagle is a variety of scent hound, which pursues its quarry (usually rabbits
and other game) over great distances using its keen sense of smell. For this
reason, it was bred to be powerful, with short legs that can run for extremely long
distances.
While most modern domestic beagles don’t spend much of theirs time hunting,
you can see a lot of this heritage in them. They perceive the world chiefly through
their noses and are always looking for interesting smells. Like all hounds,
Beagles require a strong sense of discipline and a great deal of patience when it
comes to training.
The Beagle, like Snoopy, is good-natured and playful – its temperament is even,
and its mind is sharp. This, combined with their modest size, makes Beagles
hugely popular as a domestic pet.

Where did the Beagle come from?
The Beagle is by no means a recent invention – similarly proportioned dogs have
been bred for thousands of years. Fortunately, we know a great deal about this,
as the Ancient Greeks (unlike many of their contemporaries) had a wonderful
habit of writing absolutely everything down. Xenophon, a philosopher in Ancient
Greece, wrote an extremely detailed treatise all about hunting with dogs – he
talks about breeding, discipline and techniques to be used on the hunt itself.
Some of the dogs he describes sound remarkably
like the modern beagle – it’s a hound that hunts
hares by scent. Those interested in Xenophon’s
point can view the Cynegeticus for free online,
courtesy of the University of Adelaide.
A few centuries later, William the Conqueror would
bring scent hounds to Britain in the form of the
Talbot Hound, a strain which is thought to have
begat the Southern Hound and then the modern
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Beagle. But the term ‘Beagle’ was synonymous with the smaller sort of scent
hound throughout the Middle Ages – in spite of a number of differences between
these dogs and the sort we’d recognise today as the beagle.
It wasn’t until the Victorian era that breeding dogs and cats became a true art
form. It was this period that gave rise to the Beagle we know and love today. By
the end of the century there were dozens of different beagle packs in England,
and the breed had been standardised by two organisations working in tandem:
The Beagle Club and then later by the Association of Masters of Harriers and
Beagles. The modern Beagle owes a great deal to their work!
Beagles are highly intelligent, sweet-natured dogs. This intelligence can be a
source of stress for the owner, however, as Beagles have acquired a reputation
for mischief. Often, owners find themselves having to constantly outthink their
dogs in order to cajole it into performing tricks, going for walks and getting them
to behave themselves.
Generally speaking, the earlier a Beagle is exposed to
different people, experiences and other dogs, the better
it will be for its overall temperament. If you’re giving a
home to an adult Beagle, you’ll have less room for
maneuverer, and will likely have to put up with whatever
personality your given – however troublesome it might
be.
Beagles make ideal pets for those looking for a friendly
companion. They’re warm and affectionate, and strongly
empathetic. Given patient training and discipline, they can make wonderful
additions to any household.

Any Special Issues?
Scent hounds like the Beagle are easily distracted – they are naturally inclined
toward wandering around and exploring and so special measures should be put
into place to stop them from making a break for freedom. A garden with a fence
all around it is strongly recommended and walking with a lead on at all times is
highly recommended. A microchip and an appropriate ID tagged collar are both
especially useful in the case of a Beagle, since they are far more prone to getting
lost.
Adolescent Beagles, like most adolescent dogs, are full of energy and will
demand frequent exercise. This energy will tend to drain away, however, as the
dog reaches maturity – adult Beagles will need to be cajoled into going for walks
if they’re to avoid becoming obese and it’s your job as owner to do the cajoling!
More to come next newsletter.
Geoff
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Recent Events
Bunnings BBQ
Saturday 29th of September we were BBQing at
Bunnings, and whilst there ... Logan City Council
were there at Bunnings Loganholme too! They were
in the area offering all the doggies a microchip. So
we got together, and for all those who got their
doggies microchipped received a
free sausage from us.
I don’t know what happened, whether all the other suburbs
were closed or no one was watching the fireworks or
footy… but Bunnings and us were SUPER BUSY on
Saturday. We raised a record amount of money 💰 ! Oh
and we had a record order come in
from the team at the local JB HIFI
shop.. 17 snags for lunch... and
we had a ball patting and saying
hello to all the special doggies that
came down… Kerry and her Beagle Ash worked
their magic and threw out some extra wet kisses
around the store… of course Ash was rewarded
with a snag or 2 for his efforts… Mum, she was
thanked too!

:)

We also ran a raffle on the day and it was
won by one of our loyal members Garry
Hamilton.
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Dog Lovers Show Brisbane
BOW WOW BOW 🎉 What a WOOFING great weekend!!
The Dog Lover’s Show was a PAWTASTIC weekend 🐾 We
raised over $600 in donations and merchandise
sales!!! 🙂 PLUS the absolute PRICELESS exposure we
received, and the great networking we
did during the show. We met people for
the first time, we met some of our lovely
devoted beagly supporters, and we met
people who had no idea we existed and asked loads of
questions.. including the very popular questions “Why
do you exist? Why or
who would surrender
their Beagle? Are you
busy with Beagles?” 😢
Once again I want to
bear hug the furry out of
Lezlie Panting, Carmen Robaldo, her daughter
Keira and Kerry Linnell, oh and of course Ash
the Beagle who came in to help meet and
greet all the hoomans. These hoomans are
PAWSOME for coming along, supporting,
helping and just pawsitively amazing.. as without you we couldn’t have done
what we just did! 😍
THANK YOU to you too, for being so howling furtastic… Molly and Raggy
send you waggy tails and wet kisses!! 😘 💋
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Upcoming Events

Christmas / 3rd Birthday Party
It is barking crazy, nosing it’s that time of the year already… nearly time
for Santa Paws and howliday furry fun! 🎄 🎅
So, what are all doing on Sunday 9th December… Nothing??? Perfect!!
Something on? Cancel it!!! Come celebrate with us! 🥳 🥳 🥳
Sunday the 9th of December
9am - 12noon
@ Alexander Clark Dog Park Loganholme...
For our Beagly 3rd Birthday 🎂 and Christmas 🎄 🎅 Furry Play Date!

🦴 We thought we would ask you guys to bring a plate to share… We will
have birthday cake to share with you…

🦴 Erin our photographer will be doing a Beagle Paws 🐾 photo booth
🦴 We also have Christmas Paws cards for your Beagles to create…
🦴 Our wonderful new BRQ merchandise for sale
🦴 Raffle - tickets for sale and will be drawn on the day
🦴 Cold drinks to purchase
🦴 A Barky Paw Prize to win
The lovely park is huge, plenty of room for all, furries have a big and
small fenced playgrounds to socialise and get their party on! There is
even a time out for those who want some “me” time (quite possibly you
will find me there). There is also a playground for the small hoomans
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too… Loads of paths to walk the furries and
hoomans along the river… the park is
absolutely
gorgeous!🐶 🥳

🎄🎁🎂🎅🐶

How can you help?
🐶🏡🐶🏡
We want to expand our rescue, we want to be able to help every single Beagle and
Hound - and not ‘leave a hound behind’. Firstly I want to thank those that are
already valued members, volunteers, foster carers and to those who kindly donate to
our rescue… BUT, the truth of the matter is… we are lacking in all these areas, and
as you all know or do now… these people are the backbone of all community
organisations and rescues including ours.
So, we would love you to join by

🦴 becoming a Volunteer,
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🦴 becoming a foster carer
🦴 becoming a member
🦴 by simply donating money, items for the beagles in care.
🦴 Be a beagle 1 🦸 and become all of the above!
Why become a member of Beagle Rescue Qld -

🦴 This is the pawfect way to help us help the Beagles and
Hounds

🦴 Without your help, our work would be impossible
🦴 But most importantly, every 💵 of your membership fee goes directly to helping
each and every Beagle and Hound who enters the 🌎 of BRQ.

🦴 All donations including the membership fee is tax deductible.
Where does your contribution go ◦Firstly, it goes to our Vet bills, as all dogs in our care are health checked, desexed,
microchipped, vaccinated, heartworm tested and then given all Flea/Tick/Worming
preventatives, provide any medications or vetwork needed, esp if medications are
ongoing etc. also any behaviour/training assessments.
◦Items we need to supply to our foster carers like food, bedding, crates, collars,
leads, toys, bowls etc. This depends on what items the dog is surrendered with… at
times we have had dogs come into care with just a collar and lead… sometimes we
have even had to supply those. ☹
◦The money also helps with our adopted doggies and their furever home packs.
What do you get in return -

🦴 well remember up there - I mentioned you will get that ‘feel good thing’ feeling
like you are making a difference, the peace of mind that you are helping Beagles and
Hounds in need.

🦴 you will receive a heartfelt thank you card and a small gift from us
🦴 an invite to all our annual and general meetings,
which also allows you to vote at these meetings.

🦴 as the charity grows, we also want to offer
merchandise, dog food and other items at members
only prices
If you would like to become a member, or you are a
member and need to renew your membership please
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message the page or 📧 us at info@beaglerescueqld.com.au
If you would like to become a foster carer please message the page or 📧 us at
foster@beaglerescueqld.com.au
Also, any concerns, questions, ideas of expanding and fundraising throw them at us
at the info email.
Also, anyone who joins by Jan 31 2019, will go into the draw for a $25 gift voucher

🎁

OUR SPONSORS
BRQ SUPPLIER for Sausage Sizzles Brisbane Southside/
Logan 11/10/18

IGA Loganlea
Meet Owner/Manager” Sam RIZK.
Sam’s very community-minded and he and
his staff are never too busy to provide
service with a smile.
-HE

has 2 other stores with his brothers at
Meadowbrook and Crestmead
(They’re on Facebook!)
Family-centred business with Sam’s Mum
even making the yummy Caesar Salads !!
Loganlea opened in March 2018 and is the
first to have its own in-house butcher, Chris,
who willingly supplies snags and pre-sliced (!) onions to BRQ at
very low rate. They’re proud supporters of BRQ and Butcher Chris has met some of
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our rescue beagles (here he is with
Mr Darcy) supplying custom-cut
marrow bones cheap!
If you’re in the area, drop in and
support Sam and his IGA’s. He’d
love to say “Hi
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Anyone wishing to contribute to
our newsletter please email us
at
new@beaglerescueqld.com.au

